CIA PROPAGANDA
The Troth About the Government Cover-Up of UFOs
As we increase our understanding of the government cover-up of UFOs and mile government's collusion with the negative ETs, we begin to realize that \1}~,8overnment has sent us "wolves in sheep's clothing" to feed us disinformation. I
have been noticing receDtly that the 1government has been revving up its propaganda eDgine and portraying Grays and their
ilk as beDevolent or at worse innocuous. This, of course, makes it very difficult for truth seekers to son out the disinformation out of today's avalanche of inf rmation on ETs.
Ideally, we should alI become ET contact researchers and work with abductees so that we can discover the truth for
ourselves. However, in the real w6rl most people do not have the time or the inclination to delve deeply into this vast
subject. I am just a truth seeker rule many people are today; I don't work for the CIA or any other government ageDcy.
Therefore, I feel an ethical obligation to stick my neck out and try-at the risk of being called a "paranoid"-to present the
other side of the story in hopes of counter-balancing the government propaganda.
I have observed that it is extremely rare that anyone is alIowed to speak the truth about ETs on the air in the mainstream media, including national talk radio programs. In fact, I didn't know just how controlled the media was until I got
involved in extra-terrestrial COntact research. Also, there are people like me y;J!Q have been abducted and taken into secret
underground bases where we have seen Giif saoo- other sinIster ETs working side by side with our own military personDel, and we are most definitely prohibited from discussing these personal experiences in the mainstream media. What is
surprising is that these underground base aW uctions have become rather commOD in recent times. It is therefore easy to
understand why the government would w
,to portray the malevolent ETs as being benevolent.
I preseDt this information not to frighten, but to enlighten, people. The truth can indeed set us free, but it's not always pretty-It's Dot always sweemess d ght. I believe that true empowerment Decessarily implies the abiliry to confrOnt and handle evil as well as gooJ Th l trick is to keep our heads above water and not get bogged down with too
much negative. I find that doing solDething about the unique chaJIenges we alI face today is fat more therapeutic than
sitting and fretting about them.. Therefore, . try to keep myself as busy as possible exposing truth wherever I can. .
I only ask that people not make '¥ an a I thority for truth. I also caution people not to make ETs authorities for truth,
since they disseminate so much disuiforma ' ~. We voluntarily diminish our own innate, spiritual ability to mow when
we make my other entity an autho~
' for trUth.
I always urge people to conduc their ' wn extensive research to discover for themselves what's reaJly going on.
What's reaJIy going OD on planet
is D t \What the government has been telling us, and it is also not what ETs have
been telling us. I found that anyone can ~ver what's reaJIy going on by coDducting extensive past life research and
therapy. But dOD't just take my word for i " r o it yourself. My own viewpoint is that the informatioD that I preseDt is
vinuaJIy wonbless unless people acrually eJ gage in their own past life research to verify the information firsthand. It
takes a lot of time and effon, but the rew <ik are immeasurable. WheD you get to the point where you discover what
occurs in the "in-between lives" area (auto{)
y abductions), you'll be in for quite a surprise.
I have also found that extensive past li I ~earch is necessary in order to understand the bigger picture of extraterrestrial contact. In fact, in light of p~t ' fei recollections' we eveDrually find that we are alI extra-terrestrials anyway,
and so the terms ET, alien, and extra-terrestrial
become rather inadequate descriptions of the phenomena that we are tryI
ing to communicate. Terms like Grays. Ple~~ans, abducting aliens, etc. are alI inadequate generalizations, yet we must
use these labels, however insufficient, to cobMunicate experieDces with enigmatic and disingeDuous beings who possess
incredible technological and psychic abilities I ~~t whose level of ethics and integrity are abominable. It is DOt eDough that
we have to deal with the trickery of ETs, b ti l e must also confront the trickery of "our own kind" who are in cahoots
with the "black shin" ETs.
I
This brings us to the human side 'o f the !"luation and to the government "intelligence" ageDts who are very adept at
portraying themselves as beDefactors l henl I ey are acrually wolves in sheep's clothing. I found some information in
William Cooper's Behold A Pale Horse whi · I have come to the conclusion is very credible. However, most people are
DOt aware of it. Since this information CODqbrns a well-known "abductioD researcher" by the name of Budd Hopkins. I
thought people should become aware of this information so as to be on guard for disinformation.
This information concerns a physibian b the name of Dr. Stephen Kurzweil, who apparently was approached by Budd
Hopkins to join the "CIA" abductee project' l~ a sworn affidavit Dr. Kurzweil had this to .say regarding his involvement
with Budd Hopkins: [I have insened ellips where SOIDe words were not clearly photocopied.]
subject by meeting .. . Lebelson, a writer for OMNI Magazine who told me
"I originally became interested in the
about catde mutilations and urged I arceDd
APRO meeting. I was not very impressed with the meeting. but rather with
OIl attractive wo= named Joan ThoDlJlson
hb appeared to be one of the rew noncstrange looking people at the meeting .
.. .later tooether we attended a MUFON mee 'ng held in BostoD. (This was about 1981.) Ms. Thompson explained that
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she was an employee of the CIA and urged that I work with Mr. Budd Hopkins to help with his research. (1982) Mr.
Hopkins explained that he likewise was an employee of the CIA: "I'm the abduction specialist for them." He was exrremely concerned that the cover-up be maintained lest "there be a revolution in this country". He fearfully told me "a
lot" of people have been abducted: "we don't know what the UFOs did to them; I wrote the book to find out who had
been abducted ("Missing Time"); the Gov't. has to get these people out of the military; they (i.e. the CIA) thinks
abductees may have been programmed. " He was very upset about the amount of work required to investigate even one
case. Mr. Hopkins said, "disrrust the information passed on while obmined under hypnosis". He was shocked by the
after effects of abductions; people frequently committed suicide FOllOWING his "hypnotherapy"; many went on to
become alcoholics or drug addicts such as.... I asked him why he did the hypnosis if it cansed the psychological and
psychiatric problems! He could offer no reply whatsoever despite repeated questioning. I myself was appalled by the
inhumane and medically indecent standards of "care" being applied to these victims of Nazi-like brutality. By all medical
standards Mr. Hopkins was further causing injury to individnals already in disrress. He made no provision for aftercare
or follow-up. He displayed a complete lack of temperment [sic] and rraining (as well as a complete lack of compassion
for for [sic] these people. Once he obtained his "information", he would drop these people like hot potatoes and left them
on their own. As a medical doctor I was disgusted; as an American I was sickened at this malrrearrnent of our own people. I refused to cooperate with Hopkins and reported him to the Medical AuthorIties as being involved in harmfuJ and
extremely questionable activities that were anti-humanitarian as well as anti-American. He threatened to get revenge by
reporting me as "mentally impaired" since I believed in a governmeru cover-up and reported harassment. This, he
claimed, was evidence of paranoid delusion. "Steve, you had the nerve to tell me to F- Myself" and "that's why I'm
getting back at you". The New York State Office of Professional ·Conduct was told lies (1989) about my involvemeru in
this subject. The State is required by law to investigate all reports (even by non-patients) of possible physician impairment. When the psychiatrist. interviewed me I told him about the fact that the public knows nothing of this deplorable
siruation. He concluded that I was paranoid delusional (due to the telephone harassment) and that I was "grandiose" since
I had "special knowledge". The psychiatrist is an 85 year old man who believes he knows all there is to know from his
textbooks on psychiatry. My medical license is now on the line and hence my entire future career!! I would like to add
that since I have been practising medicine since 1968 there has NEVER been even one case of any patient' of mine who
questioned my professional expertise, personal integrity or ethical standards. Since I originally reported Hopkins in 1983,
I have received numerous telephone calls at all hours; notices from funeral parlors, interruption of my medical practise by
"a third party" answering my line giving misinformation out to patients resulting in complete chaos to my office and grief
to myself. This was told to me by Ms. Avonile Blackman, my telephone secretary (1984). An "extra-cross connection"
or illegal tap was reported on my phone by Charles Lauretano of the NY Telephone Company. My life has been a nightmare ever since standing up and speaking out for my rights as a patriotic American citizen! I SWEAR UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT All OF THE ABOVE IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.
Stephen 1. Kurzweil, M.D.; 936 Fifth Avenue; New York, NY 10021."
To see a copy of this sworn affidavit and other legal documents in the court case to suspend Dr. Kurzweil ' s medical
license, read William Cooper's book Behold A Pale Horse. There are other legal documents included in Cooper's book
that confirm Dr. Kurzweil' s story. The fact that Dr. Kurzweil was artacked by the government after exposing Hopkins
certainly tends to confirm Kurzweil's story. There were two nearly fatal assassination attempts on William Cooper's life
after Cooper went public wirh what he knew about the government cover-up.
Since I read these documents in Behold A Pale Horse I have been recording rhe statements Budd Hopkins has made on
radio and television in order to draw my own conclusions regarding Mr. Hopkins. I am not in rhe debunking business,
but I am in the truth business, and rhere are light years of distance between the two. My purpose is not to discredit good
people or discredit the good that even the black shirts sometimes do. In fact, I think Mr. Hopkins has done a lot of good
and has presented a lot of valid information regarding rhe abduction phenomenon. However, there are two major points
that he appears to be toeing rhe government propaganda line: I) that the abducting ETs are not evil or malevolent and are
not deliberating harming people and 2) that our government is not in collusion with these malevolent ETs. These are the
two areas of disinformation that need to be singled out and corrected.
As I have mentioned before, I have been abducted on two occasions into an underground military/Grays base, so I
know firsthand and wirh 100% certainty iliat our government is in collusion with Grays. I have worked with over forty
other abductees, and rhree of us have been abducted into an underground military/Grays base. Mr. Hopkins claims to
have worked extensively wirh over 400 abductees, yet publicly denies that our government is "working hand in hand'
with ETs. What is also interesting about his apparent lack of knowledge on this subject is that there are now many reports and books available by abductees and UFO researchers who have presented firsthand accounts of military personnel
working side by side with Grays and other ETs. This is a well-known phenomenon! Therefore, he should be well aware
of our government's involvement with Grays, and this is why I believe he is being disingenuous on this point. Budd
Hopkins had this to say on the Art Bell radio program regarding possible government involvement with ETs:
2

An Bell: "A lot of people speculate in ordJr to do that [the taking of sperm and ova from humans] there was, with our
gove=ent or somebody, a deal nJde, Budd, a long time ago-kind of a technology swap for genetic tampering
permission or whatever. "
II
Hopkins: "1 think thar's totally without fOF dation. 1 think it's even kind of ludicrous .. .r think that that kind
of theory gets foisted upon us because a lor of people who look into this have a natural paranoid tendency.
And 1 don't mean that in the !rict ·!iI:,;cal meaning, but conspiracy theories are wonderful for a lot of
people."
An Bell: "Oh, they abound."
I ,
Hopkins: "Of course you understan paranoi is a wonderful thing because it instantly organizes what's otherwise
chaotic. You know, if you ~ I h Iv~ a flat tire in the afternoon and lose at poker in the evening, we think we
had a couple of bad breaks- t the p!..ranoids will tell you who did it to you and why. So the point is there is a
lot of paranoia about the UF pheno enon, but there's, of course, rremendous paranoia-and some of it obvious
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Notice how Mr. Hopkins repea
y es the words "paranoia" and "paranoid" to debunk (discredit) people who
know about our gove=ent "wor .
iII hand" with Ers. honically, his debunking sounds very much like the way
Carl Sagan debunks UFOs and abductees. Mr. Hopkins clarifies on the An Bell Show that he isn't using the "strict clinical meaning" of the word "paranoia. " Therefore, I think we can assume that he is using it in the common every day
usage of the term by people who are not psychologists or psychiarrists. So let's take a closer look at that.
In common usage 1 think we can agree that the word "paranoia" implies 1) fear or exrreme fear and 2) a non-existence
or imaginary condition on the pan of the "paranoid." Therefore, "paranoia" implies not a real fear, but an unjustified
fear. Now the irony here is that a true "p~oid" would be too afraid to speak out publicly against the CIA or the cover-up of UFOs, because a "paranoid" would/ear retribution by the gove=ent. From my personal observations I have
noticed that people who fear the gove=ent usually keep their moutirs shut, because they're afraid that the gove=ent
might come and get them. Actually" people "Iho speak out publicly against gove=ent corruption are people of courage
and integrity, not "paranoids." Under our own Constirution this is not only our right, but I believe it is absolutely necessary in order to reduce gove=ent corruption and preserve freedoms.
1 am an abductee who has indeed seen our own military personnel "working hand in hand" with both tall and shon
Grays. Do you think I would go to a man for "help" who calls people like me ·paranoids" and says my testimony is
"ludicrous?" Can this man be crusted to "help abductees? Dr. Stephen Kurzweil obviously believes that Budd Hopkinswho is an artist and not a physician-is nOt qUalified to work with abductees. 1 will defend Mr. Hopkins' legal right to
work with abductees, which is protected in the Bill of Rights in the Constirution. However, it is also my First Amendment right of Freedom of Speech and Freeddm of Press to state my opinions about his so-called "help" of abdilctees.
AcruaUy, I believe it is my ethical obligation to alen other abductees to what this man is saying and doing and that there
are legal conn documents that, franltly , do not present a very savory pictllJ:l: of Mr. Hopkins and that he also admitted
being a CIA operative. I also urge p\:op e to W efuUy examine·the evidences thar I allude to in this article to verify that 1
am presenting accurate evidence. PI e 0 nJ I'just take my word for it. The media will take things out of context so as
to slander and discredit people, so I urge J.n readers to personally verify that 1 am not practicing the an of the Propaganda
of the An Bell interview to verify that I am telling the truth and look at all the
Ministers. Listen to the entire audio
~
t
documents presented in the book Behold Pale Horse.
I have noticed in the media the repqted b e of the words "conspiracy theorist" and "paranoids" to describe people
who expose the facts and firsthand accouhts of government corruption. This is called debunking. Talk show hosts will
often make fun of people who present e."j~en'1 about conspiracies. The propagandists are nor able to refute the evidence,
so they have to reson to name calling to discredit people who are aware of what is going on and are not afraid to publicly
talk about it. Therefore, they have to so:!ss ukt conspiracies are only "theories" and without foundation. When you call
up a radio talk show, for example, tile hMt may often cut you off or mock you when you acruaUy present facts. You see,
they can't stand truth, because they; havcl something to hide. These people are in fact afraid of the truth. This is not
paranoia, because the fear is justified-m.tt is,lthey really are crying to cover-up something, and the lies are real. Therefore, their fears are real, and this why ~ey Ilave to reson to name-ca11ing or discrediting people by saying that they are
"mentally impaired" or "paranoid." The caI)'t stand the light of truth, because they work for unauth.
1 personally know that the media is ery controlled, even on a local level. I was interviewed by a local TV station
to allow me to present any evidence of a gove=ent cover-up; they made
here in Spokane (Channel 6), and they re
this emphatically clear at the beginning f the interview. When the interview aired on television, the announcer, Randy
Shaw, lied about me and then stated that there was no evidence of a any gove=ent cover-up of UFOs, which also is a
blatant lie. 1 have the video tape to pro it, Iso 1'm not being "paranoid."
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I met a patriotic man last year, Mark Phillips, who used to work on top secret government mind control projects and
who is now exposing the government's use of mind control against we the people. He said something very profound:
"Mind control can be actually defined as information control." I had never thought of e;qlressing it in those terms, but I
find from my own research that this is not only true, but obviously true.
I have obtained extensive documented evidence that demonstrates that both ETs and government and media operatives
use disinformation under the guise of information to control people's thoughts and actions. This can be accomplished
whether a person is conscious or unconscious. If this is performed on the conscious level, then the disinformation must
be presented in such a way as to make one believe that it is true and is valid "information." This is called propaganda.
However, under the QA's MKUltra mind control projects and during alien abductions, people are programmed while
they are unconscious or unaware. That is, they are either in a full hypnotic trance or have been rendered unconscious via
hypnotic drugs, electro-shock, torture, or high-tech alien stun weapons. The programming or mind control that is accomplished while in an unconscious state is called hypnotic or psychological programming. Total mind control has been
achieved in the CIA'S MKilltra "Project Monarch" program. Please consult the book Trance FormaIion Of America by
Mark Phillips and Cathy O'Brien for details.
Abducting ETs also program people via hypnotic programming during abductions. The programming primarily consists of belief system alterations, especially religious programming. ETs sometimes use horrendous high-tech tonure
techniques to install guilt/traumatization programming, etc. in order to disempower abductees. I have plenry of documentation of this kind of programming from my own independent, non-government research. I have detailed memory retrieval session transcripts from other abductees, which, quite frankly, describe brutal and deliberate tonure of human babies as
well as adults. I will gladly provide this information to any sincere, ethical person who is not working for the government or the government/alien propaganda program. I only ask that you pay for the photocopying and mailing, as I live
below the poverty level and do not make a profit with my research. I do not have that extra advantage of working for the
CIA to insure my financial success.
There is much evidence to show that many abducting ETs are indeed evil and do intentionally harm abductees. However, this information is greatly suppressed by the media and CIA-sponsored "ufologists: and the harm, unfortunately, is
not limited to just the body. They also intentionally manipulate and harm people mentally and spiritually. Yet Budd
Hopkins Stated on the UFO Cover-Up Live television program:
"And the most interesting thing and sad thing of all, perhaps, is that these abductors are not interested in communicating with our minds, bur they're interested in the physical state of our bodies."
The UFO Cover-Up Live program was hardly "live." Most of the "ufologistS" on the show were reading cue cards
and reading them badly. This television "program" was a very good example of staged, government propaganda.
In the An Bell radio interview Budd Hopkins stated:
"Their own agenda does not involve any kind of causing of deliberate pain or deliberate hardship.... He later stated
in this same radio show: "They seem to be bent on their own purposes, which are not malevolent ... "
One of Budd Hopkins' cohorts, Harvard psychiatrist John Mack, stated in his book, Abduction: "Yet my overall
impression is that the abduction process is not evil, and that the intelligences at work do not wish US ill." What bothers
me is not that the aliens are evil, but that our government, through its propaganda, warus us to believe that they are not
evilt Are they just trying to cover-up their collusion with bad aliens, or are they preparing us for something?
I have noticed some propaganda in recent times that suggests that aliens are programming abductees to carry out violent acts against the government or American citizens, etc, and this is entirely unfounded. Actually, the reverse would be
true, because abducting ETs usually disempower abductees so that they are even more gentle and passive. This propaganda against abductees is really quite predictable. The government and aliens could be counted on to discredit abductees in
some way since abductees are now beginning to speak out in numbers about the government/alien collusion in secret underground bases. I have also discovered with extensive past life research that abductees have NOT AGREED to be abducted either in a prior life or in between lives. This is a blatant lie! Any channeled entiry who says this should never be
trusted! It is true, however, that abductees are often abducted repeatedly through many lifetimes, but not because of any
kiIid of "agreement." Abducting ETs don't care whether you agree or don't agree, and, like the government, they are
trying to convince us that there is no deli/Jerate harm done during abductions.
It is therefore very imponant to able to discern propaganda and expose it wherever possible. This can only be accomplished with thorough and utthiased research. We must eliminate corruption in government through peaceful, non-violent
means. Truth is the ultimate weapon. If we stand together, shoulder-to-shoulder, putting our minor differences aside, we
can indeed accomplish this.
The government cover-up propagandists would like us to believe that if people knew the truth about aliens, our society would collapse and people would just totally freak out. This is also a lie. Most abductees do not totally freak out
when they discover their abductee staNs. Oftentimes, abduccees go into denial and just ignore it! I have never even met
one abductee who committed suicide after discovering his or her abductee staNs. Corrupt individuals within our
4
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government are only using this propaganda to cover-up their own crimes. They know that we would vote them out of
office or impeach them or try them fo t treason if we knew what was really going on. Actually, we shouldn't really be
too bothered about the alien situation anyway; this has been going on for thousands of years on this planet. What we do
need to be concerned with is governmbnt corruption and tyranny. We need to stand up to government corruption right

now and actively and peacefully expo~::=fore it goes too far.
Remember that the Germans thou t Hitler was a good Christian up until about 1941 when they began to realize that
all was not well in the fatherlanu. . . I also that it is a fact that Bill Clinton and George Bush are members of the
Skull and Bones secret society, W~~Originated in Germany, and that George Bush's father, Prescott Bush, actually
helped finance and bring Hitler to pq r. By the way, Bob Dole is a 33 Degree Mason, and the s1.-ull and crossbones is
I
I
.•
a symbol of both Freemasonry and S
and Bones secret soclettes. The slaIl.l and crossbones, as everyone knows, symbolizes piracy, poison, drugs, violenpe and death, so why would we elect a Republican or Democratic candidate for the
presidency who uses this symbol? TIl. s~l of 33 Degree Freemasonry is a double-headed eagle clutching a scimitar
(sword) in its talons; it is the symbolt f CHAOS and WAR and was associated with the manipulative 'Gods' (Le., ETs)
of the Hittites and Sumerians. If the's no conspiracy or media control, why do we NEVER hear about secret societies
on the bocb rube? To my knowledgJ I • iJ the ONLY subject that they NEVER speak about on the bocb rube.
Realize also that it is a fact that Skbu and Bones Bush was a Director of the CiA. Realize also that an infamous CiA
Director by the name of Allen Dulles and his brother, John Foster Dulles , !J:<:>th greatly admired Adolph Hitler. Allen
Dulles was a member of the secret sopi ty called Knights of Malta; his brother became Secretary of State under Eisenhower. The Dulles brothers were the ROfkefellers' personal lawyers who were co-founders of the secret political society
called the Council on Foreign RelationS, whose goal is a world government, and Adolph Hitler was one of its members.
They also helped forge the parmershi between the Rockefeller family and the German LG. Farben Corporation, which
ran most of the Nazi death camps aloOf with the infamous black-shined, Nazi SS (SchutzStaffel). (The Nazi SS was an
outgrowth of the 'Deathshead' Corps'j an elite, military order in WWI, whose symbol was the Sl.-ull and Crossbones.
The symbol for the SS was two lighV ' g bolts, which symbolized the Sun God and the Lighming God, Thor, and was the
symbol for the vocal sound 'ra' in ille reek Linear B language; likewise, the swastika was a symbol of the Serpent Staff
ETs.)
I
Realize also that over 80 black-~ed FBI agents attacked a Christian church near Waco, Texas (merely to deliver a
search warrant) on the same day of l ,e year that Hitler took control in Germany exactly 60 years earlier. The Nazis
burned down the German Parliament :/Fd blamed it on ' Co=unists' on February 28th, 1933. They then managed to
declare a 'national emergency' and~nd the German Constirution. On April 19, 1943, one day before Hitler's birthday, the black-shirred Nazi SS attack~~ and Iburned the Warsaw Ghetto. On April 19, 1993~xactly fifty years later-our
government attacked and burned a
" an church near Waco, Texas (I have video tapes that clearly show this). Realize
also the Italian Fascists were called
ackshirts,' which is a secret society symbol. Realize also that I possess past life
documentation that an ET group whOsdlSymbol is the Serpent and Staff and who go by the names of Ra, Thoth, Isis, etc. ,
in fact created secret societies in the Ii4t pl1ce. Ra, by the way, was the ' Sun God' of Egypt and was also the 'Thunder
God' under the names Thor, Zeus, et iI. These vety ETs also deemed a black shin as a secret society symbol as well as
the double-headed eagle.
I II
We should also realize that when Fblapkshirts attacked the Branch Davidian Church near Waco, Texas and when the
same blackshlrts shot 14-year-{)ld Sammy Weaver in the back and shot his mother, Vicki, while she was holding only her
baby, that this was partly intended to scare the hell of any Americans who may speak out publicly against government
corruption and the takeover of the UJ;t~ Nations new world order. This was exactly what the black-shined Nazi SS and
Italian fascists did to scare people into bmission. The answer, of course, is simply not to allow these kind of intimidation tactics to affect us and to speak ou even more loudly against government terrorism and demand that the Constitution
of the Unlted States of America be fdll~wectj to the letter as the "Supreme Law of the Land."
Realize also that at the same time I 1933 when Hitler rose to power, Franklin D. Roosevelt (a 33 Degree Mason)
became president, declared a nationalJ e ergency, suspended Constirutional rights, and then called in all our gold currency. He and his Freemason vice-presitld t thbn put the pyramid and all-seeing eye on the back of the one dollar bill. [The
I I
COEPTIS NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM, which literally means 'He nods to
latin words around the pyramid,
ages,' were used by the illuminati and French Grand Orient Masons. The
these beginnings of the new order of l
illuminati's goal was to create a one Iw rld government through information control, Le., control of the media (printing
presses) and education. In 1789 Maso de Luchet wrote this about the illuminati: 'They have conceived the project of
reigning over opinions, and of conque l g, not kingdoms, nor provinces, but the human mind.' The Great Pyramid on
the one dollar bill does not symboiizJ I ythjng godly or sacred. Past life research reveals that they ripped the hearts out
of sacrifice victims and drank their bl I ar6und the sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid in the initiation of the Brothers of
the Snake-the same basic rituals that e , ecs practiced to appease their "Gods' (that is, the ETs Ra and Thoth, but
called HuitziJopochtli and Quetzalcoa l y e Aztecs.) Freemasons, Skull and Bonesmen, and Satanists all emulate the
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Brotherhood of the Snake ritual even today. though usually in only a symbolic manner. However, police records also
reveal that there are an inordinate number of Masons who participate in "Satanic" blood-letting rituals. some of which
involve actual human sacrifice and cannibalism.
Under the Freedom of Information Act we found that FDR then gave the Rockefellers prior "legal" amnesty before
WWI1. to protect them from being tried for treason for aiding and abetting the enemy, i.e., Hitler. Franklin Roosevelt has
been quoted as saying that "In politics nothing happens by accident. H it happens, it was planned that way." (The
Unseen Hand, Epperson) Of course, the CIA Propaganda Ministers would call President Roosevelt a "conspiIacy theorist and a Itparanoid" for having said such a thing. So you be the judge-Is this all just a really strange "coincidence?"
lt

Please make copies of this article (unabridged) and distribute it freely.

H you wish to communicate with me, you can write to Lanny Messinger; 212 E. Wedgewood #35; Spokane. WA
99208. Please enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope if you want me to write back. I am most happy to share my
information in a positive manner, but lack the funds for postage.
To find out more about the CIAts total mind control "Project Monarch" write to: G.T.F.!. Ltd.; P.O. Box 158352;
Nashville, TN 31215.
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